
Post-Holocaust Reconciliation and Judaism: The Duty to Speak Up and Break the Silence 

 

I visited Auschwitz on Thanksgiving in 2017. After going on Birthright the previous 

summer with one of my closest friends, Julia, we decided that Auschwitz was a place we wanted 

to visit together. We were both going to be studying abroad in Europe the following semester, so 

we thought that this was the perfect time to go. The trip to Auschwitz was one of the most eye-

opening experiences in ways I never would have imagined. 

When Julia and I were deciding when to make the trip to Germany, we discussed a few 

dates, but Thanksgiving struck us as the best time to go. What better time to better understand 

our history and appreciate the freedom we enjoy every day than Thanksgiving? To both of our 

surprise, seven girls from our sorority, none of whom were Jewish, heard about our trip and 

asked to join. Julia and I were both very surprised at their interest in the trip but were excited to 

see our friends and share the experience with them. We all traveled in from different cities across 

Europe where we were studying abroad to go on this trip together. 

I remember so clearly walking through Auschwitz and Birkenau with my friends on the 

cold November afternoon. Before we entered, while we stood outside the gates waiting in line, 

we made conversation about our travels and our excitement to be back together after a few 

months. We were anxious about what we were about to see and feel so it felt nice to distract 

ourselves and catch up, but it felt wrong, so we quickly stopped talking. It felt irreverent and 

disrespectful to the place we were in and the journey we were about to embark on together. We 

instead stood silently in each other’s company and waited for our turn to being our tour. 

As we walked through the camps, everyone’s demeanor changed. We walked along the 

dirt paths and stared at the grim brick buildings we had seen in so many pictures. We saw the 



barren wood barracks and heard how so many people were forced to sleep in such a small place. 

We walked under the “arbeit macht frei” gate and reflected on the cruel irony that so many of our 

ancestors must have reflected on daily. The entire tour was surreal and almost unbearable at 

times, but the most memorable part to me was walking along the railroad tracks in the middle of 

the camp, where most of the victims of Auschwitz began their journey at the camp. 

It was the iconic picture of Auschwitz that most people think of when they imagine the 

camp. It is what I imagine when I think of the horrors of the Holocaust. It is one of the images 

ingrained so deeply in my mind and in my Jewish experience. It was right in front of me and all 

around me. Standing on the tracks and looking at that building in front of me was one of the most 

surreal experiences I have ever had. It was so hard to believe I was standing there, but I felt an 

immense gratitude that I was able to do so freely, by my own choice, in good health and with 

several people I love. 

There are no words to describe the feeling of walking through a place that took the lives 

of so many peoples’ mother, father, sibling, or friend. There are no words to explain the horror of 

standing in a gas chamber, trying to imagine the atrocities that happened in that exact space. 

Even more, I believed there were no words to describe the experience of living through the 

Holocaust and the lasting trauma that must bring. But as I have seen time and time again from 

Holocaust survivors, there are words for this. 

So many brave survivors have gone on to tell their stories and educate others on the 

horrors of the Holocaust. They have spoken about the everyday cruelties they endured and the 

suffering they dealt with, then and now. I have heard stories of people making beautiful 

relationships out of a horrific circumstance in concentration camps. Beautiful or heartbreaking, 

their stories have moved me in incredibly profound ways. These survivors willingly relive these 



experiences every single time they share their story. They have taken an experience that anyone 

would wish to forget and consciously choose not to by sharing their experience with others. They 

willingly make this sacrifice to break the silence to prevent the repetition of such an atrocity. 

This was the ultimate lesson I learned from my experience at Auschwitz, both as a Jew, 

and generally as a person. Silence is the root of evil. Silence allows us to be bystanders. Silence 

empowers tyrants to continue their wrongdoing, and never forces them to change. Silence 

enabled the Holocaust and has enabled genocides to continue. Breaking the silence leads to 

empathy and education, two of the most powerful things in creating change in our society. 

People want to understand the struggles of others and often jump at the opportunity to do 

so. When Julia and I told our friends about the trip, they immediately wanted to come with us. 

They did not need us to ask them to come or explain why it was an important experience. Even 

though none of them had a deep emotional tie to the Holocaust the way Julia and I did because of 

our Jewish heritage, they recognized the importance of the experience. They recognized the 

atrocities the Holocaust brought, and they wanted to understand it more deeply. Because we 

spoke up about the opportunity, our friends grasped at the chance. They wanted to educate 

themselves as much as they could and when given the ability to do so, they took it without 

question. 

As Jews, breaking the silence is our duty. There are pervasive, deep-rooted 

misunderstandings about Jews that often lead to antisemitism. Some people question these 

misconceptions, but most taken them to be fact because it is all they have ever known. As Jews, 

we understand how harmful these misconceptions are because we have all been called a racial 

slur or had someone make a comment about us being cheap because we’re Jewish or about our 



“Jewish physical appearance.” The Holocaust brought light to how strong and pervasive these 

stereotypes are, but they continue on a smaller scale all the time. 

In understanding the harms we have faced as Jews through antisemitism, as illustrated in 

the most drastic way by the Holocaust, we must take the duty to break the silence seriously both 

as it affects our Jewish community and as it affects our broader community. We know the hurt 

we have felt from the microaggressions of others, and we can empathize when we see others 

enduring that same hurt. Even if the words are different, the feeling is just the same. Just as many 

Holocaust survivors have been so brave to share their stories, if we don’t share our experiences 

or speak up against injustice, we are allowing the same behaviors to be repeated, again and 

again. As our way to honor victims of the Holocaust, it is both our blessing and obligation to 

break the silence and speak up against stereotypes, microaggressions, and injustice in all forms. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

As part of a visual reflection on my trip, please find a few photos below that have been 

some of the most meaningful photos to me.  

 



 


